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ABSTRACT:An important step in meeting the Verifying
Compiler Grand Challenge is the Verified Software Repos-
itory. In the FMICS view, the repository should include
proven correct software and tools to help establishing the
correctness of the software in question. We propose to set
up a collaborative demonstrator, based on the jETI technol-
ogy, to provide tools to the repository and to orchestrate
different tools.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Verifying Complier Grand Challenge aims at build-
ing a verifying compiler that uses mathematical and logical
reasoning to check the correctness of the programs that it
compiles [9]. As mentioned by Hoare in [9], the compiler
will work in combination with other program development
and testing tools in order to achieve any desired degree of
confidence in the structural soundness of the system and the
total correctness of its more critical components.

A step towards the Verifying Compiler is the Verified
Software Repository [3], a scientific repository that will as-
sist in the development of software by facilitating access to
a managed collection of analysis tools and a repository of
case studies or challenge codes to exercise these tools.

This paper presents the views on the ERCIM Working
Group on Formal Methods for Industrial Critical Systems
(FMICS) [27] on the VSR. One of the goals of FMICS is
to transfer and promote the use formal methods technology
in industry. The authors believe that the VSR offers a great
opportunity to reach this goal, resulting in a more robust
and solid software industry in Europe.

II. AN OVERVIEW ON SCIENTIFIC REPOSITORIES

The provision of scientific repositories is one example of
facilitating access to research outputs. A good example of
the progress that can be facilitated by a scientific reposito-
ries is the GDB Database [8] which was set up in 1989 as
an international scientific repository for human gene map-
ping information and provided the scaffolding upon which
to organise the data of the human genome. As well as pro-
viding the setting for accessing ever-improving biological
data, the repository also provided the setting for improving

analysis tools. For example, at the beginning of the project,
it took over a year of execution on a dedicated processor
to generate and display pair-wise genome alignment; at the
end of the project, this was reduced to less than a week.

There are many examples of scientific repositories in Eu-
rope, some going back several decades. For example, in
molecular chemistry, the UK Community Computational
Projects [4] coordinate the provision of hardware and soft-
ware within particular application areas, and assist in the
definition of standards for inter-operability of programs and
for their admission to the repository, and provide organi-
sation for visitors, workshops, seminars, summer schools,
etc. They are steered by committees representing the whole
constituency.

In Software Engineering, a number of initiatives have
come out in the last decade, with rather different aims and
character:
• SourceForge [13] provides a number of services and tools
to support the development and distribution of open-source
software, and hosts a substantial body of projects in a large
number of application areas.
• Eclipse [6] provides an open platform for tool integration
based on plug-ins.
• The Open Middleware Infrastructure Institute [10] pro-
vides a co-ordinated repository of middleware components.
• In Formal Methods, the Community Z Tools project [5]
has produced open-source libraries for building and inte-
grating Z tools.
• The Software Engineering Institute at CMU provides
a forum for the contribution and exchange of informa-
tion concerning software engineering improvement activi-
ties [12].
• QPQ is a repository in the form of an on-line journal for
publishing peer-reviewed source code for deductive soft-
ware components [11]. Its purpose is to contribute to the
scientific infrastructure, and its organisers claim that ref-
ereed publication and distribution of software components
in open-source form yields higher quality, greater visibility,
enhanced interoperability, and accelerated productivity.
• The Electronic Tool Integration platform (ETI) [23], [24]
is an online platform specifically designed to support the
distributed use of and experimentation with tools over the
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internet. Born in 1996 and online since early 1997, it of-
fered a unique service to tool providers and users: its so-
lution for the remote execution of tools and the internet-
based administration of user-specific home areas on the ETI
server was well ahead of the technology of those times.
Since then, users can retrieve information about the tools,
execute tools in stand-alone mode, or combine functional-
ities of different tools to obtain sequential programs called
coordination sequences and run them in tool-coordination
mode. In particular, ETI is unique in allowing users to
combine functionalities of tools of different application do-
mains to solve problems a single tool never would be able to
tackle.is a refereed, interactive tool repository accessible as
an online resource. Visitors may experiment with individ-
ual tools using benchmarks as well as their own examples.

However, these efforts are not yet coordinated, neither
toward common goals, nor in the way they act and develop.

The great value of Hoare’s Verifying Compiler Grand
Challenge is in its capability of aligning several of these ini-
tiatives into a long term, broadband effort of a large com-
munity, leveraging synergies and the exploitation of tech-
niques, methods, and results. De facto, this unites the
community at large and fosters the communication across
boundaries.

A central aspect of this Challenge is the realization of
a repository of verified software. From the point of view
of FMICS, the acception of software should encompass not
only code, but also models, and the repository should con-
tain not only analyzed or proven correct software, but also
tools (themselves software artifacts) that help establishing
the correctness of the software in question starting from the
requirements, specifications, and models. Admittedly, this
point of view that stresses correctness at the model level
is particularly important in the FMICS community, which
develops since its inception methods, tools, and their ap-
plications to industrial critical systems. However, we are
convinced that the extension to cover tools and even frame-
works can be useful for the progress towards better software
also for less critical application domains, like consumer IT
products: they strike wherever time to market and first time
correct are an issue.

III. UK EFFORTS TOWARDS A VERIFIED SOFTWARE
REPOSITORY

UK has initiated effort towards a verified software repos-
itory [3] within the framework of the UK Grand Challenges
Programme [14] throughout the Grand Challenge in De-
pendable Evolution Systems [16]. The Verified Software
Repository will assist in the development of software by fa-
cilitating access to a managed collection of analysis tools
and a repository of case studies or challenge codes to exer-
cise these tools. The emphasis will be on flexibility: the po-
tential to encompass a broad range of analysis techniques,
such as verifiers, theorem provers, model checkers, static

analyzers, test case generators, etc and a broad range of de-
sign artefacts, such as documents, codes, test suites, safety
cases, etc. As a result, the repository will make it easier for
software engineers to learn how to use analysis tools effec-
tively. It will also provide examples of good practice for
software engineers and facilitate further development and
improvement of both the tools and the examples, by bring-
ing them together with common standards.

By its nature, the value of the repository comes from it
being long lived. The repository will provide a tool-set of
software engineering aids for use in the construction, de-
ployment, and continuous evolution of dependable com-
puter systems. It would provide a major step and continuing
technical support for a proposed Grand Challenge project
in Dependable Systems Evolution, which exploits and de-
velops the particular strengths of UK computing research.
Such a tool-set would bring about a worthwhile reduction
of the high costs of errors in programs, both errors detected
before deployment and those detected after. When the tools
have proved their maturity, they may be integrated into a
standard Verifying Compiler, and so meet the outstanding
Grand Challenge in Computing that goes back more than
thirty years.

A. The Tools

The analysis tools admitted to the repository will include
tools that analyse code for conformity to coding standards,
for data flow, for control flow, for alias checking, for type
consistency with familiar and novel type systems, for veri-
fication condition generation, etc. For each language there
will be a compiler that makes available an agreed inter-
nal interface for inspection and modification by other tools.
There will be programs that transform the code, optimise it,
and compare it with previous versions. There will be pro-
grams that infer assertions, guess and check conformity to
design patterns, generate test data, construct test harnesses,
analyse the results of tests, etc. Any of these may call on
the services of a range of theorem provers, model check-
ers, constraint solvers, decision procedures, etc. In suitable
cases there will be competing programs to provide these
services, provided that they conform to interfaces that pro-
mote interoperability and facilitate direct comparisons of
performance.

B. The Challenges

The scientific data held in the repository, the challenge
codes, will be of varying size and expressed in varying lan-
guages. They will be selected because they have proved
their significance by actual use in past or present applica-
tions. Early examples may be selected from embedded ap-
plications (e.g., smart-cards and sensors); from critical con-
trol systems (reactors, flood gates); and from open sources
of of-the-shelf software (e.g., the Apache web-server). All
available forms of machine-readable documentation, speci-
fications, design trajectories, development histories, inter-
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nal interface specifications, simulators, test case genera-
tors, regression tests, and even conjectures, theorems, and
proofs will accompany the codes. Selection of challenge
codes will be influenced by availability of this material,
and an early task of the analysis programs will be, under
human guidance, to regenerate parts of it that are missing
(assertions, specifications, design patterns, and even some-
times perhaps the code itself). It is expected that the target
levels of certification will be appropriate to the criticality
of the application, from basic soundness (crash-proofing),
through levels of security, immunity to attack, continuity
of service, observance of safety constraints, and ultimately,
total conformance to functional specification.

C. Methodology

The repository will consist of software analysis tools and
example developments to act as challenges for those tools.
To apply a tool to a challenge is like a scientific experiment,
with its results reported in the literature and added to the
repository for use in subsequent experiments. A framework
will be devised for evaluating the effectiveness of different
approaches and tools when applied to the challenge codes.
This will be done in collaboration with certification agen-
cies. An example of such a framework is the one being
devised by the HIRTS DARP [7].

An academically rigorous review process will be set up
so that submission can garner academic credit. Each year,
prizes will be awarded for the best contributions to the work
of the repository. The prizes will be administered by an in-
dependent committee of international experts in association
with learned and professional societies.

IV. THE FMICS CONTRIBUTION

Based on jETI [21], the new generation of ETI [23], the
core FMICS partners are going to set up a collaborative
demonstrator that
• illustrates the applicability of the jETI technology for
lightweight remote integration of tools into the repository
• shows how to provide tools to the repository, by registra-
tion and remote provision,
• demonstrates how to experiment with local and remote
tools to solve cooperative verification tasks
• shows how to orchestrate different tools (possibly a mix
of local and remote ones) which were not originally de-
signed to cooperate, to address more complex case studies.
This may require the availability of mediators, to cover se-
mantic gaps between the tools.

The participating partners are so far CCLRC/RAL (UK),
CWI (The Netherlands), INRIA Grenoble (France), ISTI
Pisa (Italy), Masaryk University in Brno (Czech Repub-
lic), University of Dortmund (Germany), the University of
Malaga (Spain), University of Potsdam (Germany), Univer-
sity of Saarbrücken (Germany).

The core effort by the partners concerns the provision of
tools and case studies that serve as executable benchmarks

of the demonstrator. The coordinators (Univ. of Dortmund
and Univ. of Potsdam) are responsible for the jETI plat-
form and technology, and for the development and test of
the demonstration between their two locations.

V. EASY REMOTE TOOL INTEGRATION IN JETI

ETI’s purpose was unique in allowing users to combine
functionalities of tools of different application domains to
solve problems a single tool never would be able to tackle.

Obviously, the richness of the tool repository plays a
crucial role in the success of ETI: the benefit gained from
our experimentation and coordination facilities grows with
the amount and variety of integrated software-tools. The
success of the ETI concept is thus highly sensitive to the
process and costs of tool integration and tool maintenance.

Taking advantage of newer technologies that internally
base on Web Services and Java technology, we can
1. considerably simplify the integration process, and at the
same time
2. flexibilize the distribution, version management and use
of integrated tools,
3. broaden the scope of potential user profiles and roles,
by seamlessly integrating ETI’s coordination and synthesis
features (cf. [23]) with a standard Java development envi-
ronment, and
4. solve the scalability problem connected with tool main-
tenance and evolution.
The background and a first attempt to the new distributed
way of tool integration for ETI have been described in [19].
Our current version of ETI, jETI,
• exploits Web Services technology [30], [29], [28] to fur-
ther simplify the remote tool integration and execution,
• supports cross platform execution of the coordination
models based on the quasi standard set by Java, and it nat-
urally
• flexibilizes the original coordination level by seamlessly
integrating the Eclipse development framework [6].

A. Registration instead of Integration

jETI’s integration philosophy addresses the major obsta-
cle for a wider adoption, as identified during seven years of
experience with tool providers, tool users and students: the
difficulty to provide the latest versions of the state-of-the-
art tools. The tool integration process required on dedicated
ETI servers was too complicated for both the tool providers
and the ETI team, making it impossible to keep pace with
the development of new versions and a wealth of new tools.
jETI’s new remote integration philosophy overcomes this
problems, because it replaces the requirement of ‘physical’
tool integration by a very simple registration and publish-
ing. This allows the provision of tool functionalities in a
matter of minutes: fast enough to be fully demonstrated
during our presentation. Moreover, whenever the portion
of a tool’s API which is relevant for a new version of a
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Fig. 1. The jETI Tool Integration Workflow

functionality remains unchanged, version updating is fully
automatic!

Based on the Web Services functionality, the realization
of this registration/ publishing based integration philosophy
required the implementation of four components, as illus-
trated in Figure 1:
1. a HTML Tool Configurator, which allows tool
providers to register a new tool functionality just by filling
our a simple template form,
2. the jABC Component Server, which (a) automatically
generates appropriate Java classes from these specifications
and (b) organizes all the registered tool functionalities, in-
cluding the corresponding version control,
3. the jETI client, which automatically loads the relevant
Java classes from the jABC Component Server and pro-
vides a flexible Java development environment for coordi-
nating the so obtained tool functionalities. Depending on
their goals and skill profile, users may just use our graphi-
cal coordination editor to experiment with the tools, or they
may use the full development support of Eclipse to really
embed remote functionalities into normal Java programs.
Of course, this choice heavily influences the size of the re-

quired jETI-Client: only the first option is open to our en-
visaged ’pure HTML’ solution.
4. a Tool Executor, which is able to steer the execution of
the specified tools at the tool providers’ site.

This approach enables experts to develop complex tools in
Java on the basis of a library of remotely accessible tool
functionalities, as well as newcomers to use jETI’s for-
mal methods-based, graphical coordination environment to
safely combine adequate tool functionalities into heteroge-
neous tools.

So far, the technology has been used to integrate jMoSel
[25], a decision procedure for the verification of parametric
systems, DFA-MC [18], a program analysis tool that car-
ries out dataflow analyses of (Java) programs via model
checking, and GEAR [1], our game-based model checker
for modal mu-calculus.

External applications have concerned so far the integra-
tion of bioinformatic tools provided as webservices into
seamless workflows [20], and the case study concerning
Mediation and Choreography of the Semantic Webservice
Challenge 2006 [22], [17].
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VI. CONCLUSION

As mentioned by Hoare and Misra in [26], the time is
ripe to embark on a Grand Challenge project to construct a
verifying compiler. A verified software repository has been
identified as an important step towards meeting such chal-
lenge. In the FCMIS view, the repository should include not
only proven correct software but also tools that help estab-
lishing the correctness of the software in question. FMICS
proposes to set up a collaborative demonstrator, based on
the jETI technology, that shows how to provide tools for the
repository and how to orchestrate different tools that were
not originally designed to cooperate, among other function-
alities. This endeavor would contribute both to the verify-
ing compiler and to the uptake of formal methods technol-
ogy by the industry.
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